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Did you know...?
 

 1 out of 6 Americans have a sensory

issue. People who have Autism,

PTSD, ADHD, Dementia, Down

Syndrome and others fall into this

category.

 

Currently 1 out of 40 children are

affected by Autism. These numbers

are BIG and growing! Hotels and

other spaces have started to become

sensory inclusive and are promoting

awareness and accessibility.  Join our

mission to make travel more sensory

accessible, enjoyable and fun for

families that possess less visible, but

not less important needs.

Promote inclusion, accessibility
and awareness 

@Sensorycityorg

Sensory City

Follow Us
Social Media

www.sensorycity.org

"Finding a sensory friendly hotel
that can accommodate our child

with Autism is like stumbling upon
a unicorn" 

 
Kate Joyce- Boston, MA



 

Our hotel-specific sensory inclusion training is

more than just Autism Awareness.   Employees will

learn about unique sensory issues, the many

individuals who present with them and best

practices for communicating with those who have

a variety of disabilities. 

 

 

 

 

*sensory meltdown vs. a tantrum

*strategies for de-escalating difficult situations

*information about self stimulating behaviors 

 (repetitive behaviors that are often associated 

 with autism) 

*what are communication devices?

 

 

Our online training program is 3-4 hours in length

and provided by a Certified Speech Pathologist

and or an Occupational Therapist.  These

individuals have more than 15 years experience

working with individuals that unique disabilities

and sensory challenges.

 

Adapting a hotel room to meet sensory

inclusive criteria is surprisingly simple! Our

unique consult model consists of a hotel

review and provides a gap analysis regarding

accessibility.  We then provide a custom

proposal that explains simple, yet impactful

modifications that can be made without any

major construction or hassle.  

  

Making small changes and  providing simple

amenities can yield an inclusive and

outstanding experience for all guests,

decrease issues, and increase positive social

media marketing.  Additionally, becoming

sensory inclusive can provide  pubic relations

opportunities and simultaneously boost your

hotels reputation and revenue.

 

Sensory City believes that travel should be accessible

for all!   We strive to promote inclusion and

accessibility within hotels and the travel industry.

 

Once your staff has been trained, and your

establishment has a sensory kit collection available for

guests, your hotel will meet our criteria as a Sensory
Inclusive Hotel, and we will provide your venue with our

Sensory Inclusive Site Certification, a seal for your

website and a certificate of compliance for your lobby. 

Additionally, we will promote your hotel  as a Sensory
Inclusive Certified Hotel on our website and our soon to

be released mobile application, which helps families

discover Sensory Accessible spaces. 

 

Sensory City will help you create an enhanced and

more pleasant stay for those with Autism and sensory

difficulties.  

 

Note: All services and kits can be purchased

separately.  *Discounts apply to bulk orders.

 

 

Pricing information

request a consult

Email :  tanya@sensorycity.org

 

To make a donation to Sensory City

501 (C)3 Non-profit org

Donate @   www.sensorycity.org

Donations over $1000 will provide 2 sensory

kits to a hotel of your choice.
 

 

Sensory Kits: 
*Communication boards
*Noise cancelling headphones
*Sensory toys and fidget toys
 
Safety Kits: 
*Outlet covers
*Sensory ice pack
*Motion detector door alarm
*Soft glow night light 
*Identifying wristband 
 
Comfort Kits: 
*Weighted blanket,
 *Sensory eye mask 
 *Vibrating pillow
 
 

Sensory Inclusive
Certification

Additional Objectives Include:

Become Sensory Inclusive 

Sensory Consultation


